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With this easy-to-follow guide, it's easy to master a host of mystifying maneuvers and clever

conjurings. Includes clear diagrams and step-by-step instructions for performing 18 simple feats of

prestidigitation: Strength Test, Untangled, Elastic Lock, Mystic Spinner, Rollaway, Heavyset, The

Great Escape and many more, using such ordinary objects as coins, rubber bands and string.
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Bought these magic books for our 7 year old. He enjoys doing magic and likes to look through them

to learn new tricks. They aren't as easy to read for a 7 year old as I thought they would be, but he

still enjoys them!

The book I received looks completely different than the photo in the description, but I was happier

with what I received than what was originally pictured. (I've included photos). I was trying to find a

simple, cheap kids' magic book for my friend's 7 year old daughter who is recently taking more of an

interest in magic tricks. I saved it for her as a prize while I was babysitting if she behaved throughout

the week. She was so excited about it and kept trying to peek at it, and learned one of the tricks just

by glancing at the page. She was so excited to get the book at the end of the week and worked



really hard for it. It will be nice for her to learn magic tricks appropriate for her age instead of

struggling to learn tricks I show her (our making up her own tricks that don't work lol)

Great book of easy tricks for young and very young magicians. A few more such tricks would make

the book more valuable. Simple line drawings work OK but are not very eye appealing. For the

price, it's well worth the money.

its good for beginners. and its cool and teaches pretty cool tricks and not bad for the prices of the

book.

Small grandchildren like the magic. This is good stuff for me to show tricks and then teach to the

ones who are up to it.

Grandson is a budding magician and loves it. Keeps him reading and learning independently and

away fromthe TV or computer.

Very easy and clear instructions. The large, page size, drawings allow for perfect visual teaching. I

used it successfully in a class teaching grade school children magic.

My grandson loved this book and is already learning many of the tricks. Know he will enjoy this for a

long time
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